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 Introduction 
  

Thesis: All Play, a series of learning modules, will provide an audience with basic computer 
knowledge a chance to interact with and understand game design strategies and techniques. 

 
Overview: Designing a Game takes a lot of involvement and time which can become 
intimidating to those who aren’t interested in a lengthy process. Many methods involve 
learning complicated game engines, and intensive technical practice. All Plays' focus is to 
simplify game design to the basics, creating an accessible game design tool for a broader 
audience, and allowing access to all design content and notes. 

  
*This document is available to provide a look into my process and a reference for other who may be interested in 
expanding or challenging this approach to game design education. 

 

  

 Process 



 
Overall Design: “All Play” takes on the sketchbook aesthetic. The sketchy aesthetic 
provides an approachable game interface, one that attempts to empower the viewer. 
Considering graphics that are simple and playful the viewer may feel as capable of contributing 
to the design. Promoting this connection between viewer and designer is one of the most 
essential aspects of “All Play”. 

 

 First Test / Free Play: In this section I would like to introduce my first steps into the game 
design. There will be documented images from the first version of All Play, its initial goal, and 
how it has changed. 
 

  
*One of my digital sketches providing a quick look into game elements and their function; this aesthetic was 
eventually dropped, I wanted to create instances of objects outside of Photoshop in order to grasp a sketchy 
aesthetic. 

  

Figure 1 



 

 
 

*The first demo for my midyear presentation, here you can see where the game begins. Figure 1 demonstrates my 
approach to 'sandbox' design, here the tools are available and you can see how the objects can be placed and 
used in the game space. This idea of sandbox is essential to allowing my viewer full access to their own ideas 
using the All Play platform as a tool not just a game. Figure 2 shows my approach to mission style game play. 
Figure 3 is the main menu; here the viewer is capable of navigating multiple options. 

 
  

 Introducing the Blog / Building Community: after the first initial test of All Play 
there was a core element missing; the user's capability of providing instant feedback to game-
play. Here's where a blog (Figures 4 and 5) could provide an essential communication tool for 
both designer and user. Now any user can become a part of the All Play experience and read 
about what others' have to say about its development. Also as a designer, I can instantly access 
helpful critique and provide documented feedback. 

Figure 2 Figure 3 

Figure 4 



  

     
After constructing a blog All Play was posted within designer forums (Figure 6) for testing 
opportunities. Maintaining an Internet presence in the All Play project presents an important 
educational factor. Here the designer and user are communicating via game-editing and play-
testing. The user is actively participating in the design of the final game-play.  As a designer I 
want to provide my user with countless outlets to learn about the community based game 
development. 

 

 
 

 
 
 

  
  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 5 

Figure 6 



 Community Driven Design / Where it's Applied: In this section I will 
 provide quotes from the blog and how they affected the next step in All Play.  Note a lot of 
 changes made involved game-play mechanics, so I am demonstrating the visual critiques 
 in this document. 
 

“Play/Pause design is enjoyable akin to playing with dominoes I enjoy setting up  everything 
and then letting chaos ensues. I also like the ability to place objects on the fly as well without 
having to pause the game. Would be more enjoyable if there were other collision objects 
besides the square wall, such as on that was ramped or curved etc. Also would be nice to have 
the ability to rotate objects like fans and trampolines, as well as more of an indication on how 
the magnets are going to push or pull an object.” 

 
 Before Post: 

 
 After Post Development: 

 
  
 *Notice the changes I made according to the request for more building objects. This is a  very important step in 



the game design process In that it provides crucial game-play critique. 
 
 Some Icons were revisited due to user feedback. 
  
 'Reward Icons' 

         
 As displayed here you can already start to notice the effect of user feedback in game 
 development. 
  
 Patch Notes / Connecting Player with Development: The next step in my 
 process was to provide another game development resource for my viewer. Patch notes  are 

often used in the game industry to provide the player community a summary of game changes. 
My initial goal was to make patch notes available for every update applied to All Play. Doing so 
would allow any user of All Play a direct link to the changes made according to user feedback, 
much like this document. I would also like to note the importance of this process as a designer, 
in documenting each change one can form a critical foundation for creative problem solving in 
later projects. All Play gave me an opportunity to identify multiple outlets for documentation 
and effective editing based on a game community. 

 
Software Used: An important component to game design is choosing the appropriate 
software. I chose to make use of open source (free) software in order to provide an accessible 
approach to developing game design strategies. Throughout my own experience  using 
advanced game development software, i.e. the Unreal Engine, creative development and 
actual application of ideas became troublesome. I wanted to create a game that encourages 
my player to feel capable of contributing design strategies. The next step in this section is 
providing a list of all the components used in my process. 

 
 Game Maker Pro – the main engine for creating the game (Game Maker Lite is free) 
 Audacity – sound editing and saving sound files 
 www.Freesound.org – a sound library available online, I gathered game related sounds here 
 Format Factory – Video converting software for in game video files 
 Cam Studio – used for computer screen capture 
 Adobe Photoshop – GIMP – both image editing software (one costs money the other is free) 
 www.WordPress.com – Used for creating your own personal blog 
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